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Abstract. Networks describe the, often complex, relationships between individual actors.
In this work, we address the question of how to determine whether a parametric model, such
as a stochastic block model or latent space model, fits a dataset well and will extrapolate to
similar data. We use recent results in random matrix theory to derive a general goodnessof-fit test for dyadic data. We show that our method, when applied to a specific model
of interest, provides an straightforward, computationally fast way of selecting parameters
in a number of commonly used network models. For example, we show how to select the
dimension of the latent space in latent space models. Unlike other network goodness-of-fit
methods, our general approach does not require simulating from a candidate parametric
model, which can be cumbersome with large graphs, and eliminates the need to choose
a particular set of statistics on the graph for comparison. It also allows us to perform
goodness-of-fit tests on partial network data, such as Aggregated Relational Data. We
show with simulations that our method performs well in many situations of interest. We
analyze several empirically relevant networks and show that our method leads to improved
community detection algorithms. R code to implement our method is available at https:
//github.com/slubold/Network_GOF.

1. Introduction
Networks consist of connections, also known as edges or ties, between individual actors or
nodes. Such data are common in a variety of settings in the social, economic, and health
sciences. Informal insurance (Ambrus et al., 2014; Cai and Szeidl, 2017), education decisions
(Calvó-Armengol et al., 2009), sexual health (Handcock and Jones, 2004), international trade
(Chaney, 2014), and politics (DiPrete et al., 2011) are among the many settings in which
networks play a major role. The past decades have seen a flurry of parametric, statistical
models to characterize network structure. The simplest model is the Erdös-Rényi model
(Erdős and Rényi, 1959), in which edges form independently with the same probability. More
complex models have been developed, such as stochastic block models (SBM) and degreecorrected variants (see, among many others, Holland et al. (1983), Airoldi et al. (2006), Rohe
et al. (2011), and Yan et al. (2014)), latent space models (Hoff et al., 2002; Hoff, 2005; Shalizi
and Asta, 2017; Lubold et al., 2020), exponential random graph models (ERGMs) (Holland
and Leinhardt, 1981; Hunter et al., 2012), and many more. Among others, Goldenberg et al.
(2009) provides a survey of common network models.
Given the multiple available models, a natural question in practice is how to choose a
model that is appropriate for a particular dataset. Broadly speaking, there are two common
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approaches to this problem currently in the literature. A first approach leverages the fact
that the problem has a “parametric null.” Since many network models are also generative,
one common strategy is to estimate parameters of the model in question, then simulate a
series of graphs. Statistics from the fitted model should resemble the observed statistics
(Ouadah et al., 2019; Chen and Onnela, 2019; Shore and Lubin, 2015; Gao et al., 2019).
A potential issue with these methods is that, in many setting, there is limited information
available to a practitioner to decide which statistics to use for comparison. In some cases,
the researcher can choose statistics that are important to their application, but it might not
always be possible to select a-priori which statistics will be the most important in future
analyses. This method also requires taking multiple samples from the generative process,
which can be cumbersome in high dimensional settings.
A second common strategy for assessing goodness-of-fit (GoF) involves using the penalized
likelihood methods, such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC). For example, AIC or BIC could be used to select the dimension of the
latent space in latent space models, but as we show with simulations in Appendix B, the
BIC approach leads to poor dimension estimates. In fact, the manual for one of the most
common software packages for fitting parametric models, latentnet, states “It is not clear
whether it is appropriate to use this BIC to select the dimension of latent space ....” This
issue has also been documented previously (Oh and Raftery, 2001; Handcock et al., 2007;
Raftery et al., 2007; Lenk, 2009; Gormley and Murphy, 2010). By contrast, the goodness-offit test we propose here does not use a penalized likelihood to select dimension. Instead, it
uses the eigenvalues of a random matrix that measures how well an assumed model fits the
data. This procedure, as we show in this work, outperforms BIC and similar metrics when
applied to selecting the dimension of the latent space.
In this work, we present a novel goodness-of-fit test to assess model fit when the network
of interest is un-directed or directed. Our method also accommodates partial network data,
which is a vital part of modern network analysis (Bernard et al., 2010; McCormick et al.,
2010; Breza et al., 2020, 2019; Alidaee et al., 2020), but are not easily handed in existing
goodness-of-fit tools. Our goal is to derive a testing framework for the hypotheses
(1)

H0 : G ∼ Fθ , Ha : H0 is false ,

where G is a random network of interest and Fθ is a parametric network model with an
(unknown) parameter vector represented by θ. In words, we have an assumed parametric
network model, Fθ , and our goal is to test whether G could be drawn from Fθ . Throughout
this work, we will use graph and network interchangeably.
A critical aspect in the setup of the tests above is that they assess goodness-of-fit for
the entire model simultaneously. In many settings, this means that the contribution of
individual parameters to the fitness measure may not be separately identified. Take, as an
example, the latent distance model discussed above. This model has both individual effects
for each respondent and latent distances for each pair. A common question, as described
above, involves testing for the dimension of the latent space. To test exclusively for the
dimension, we would need to either marginalize over or condition on potential values for
the additional model parameters (see the discussion in Oh and Raftery (2001), for example,
which makes this point in the related setting of multidimensional scaling). In the latent
space model this is particularly challenging since both the latent distances and individual
effects impact overall graph properties, such as the density (see, for example, Lubold et al.
(2020) for further discussion). In our approach, we ask a related, but distinct question from
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the literature that tests for specific model parameters. In the case of the latent space model,
for example, our test asks whether a model, overall, could have plausibly generated a given
set of data, rather than attempting to identify a single “true” latent dimension. Despite
this, in our simulations, we see however that this approach tends to find the true dimension
with high probability.
The motivation for our test statistic is taken from a result that has been used before in
community detection (Lei, 2016; Bickel and Sarkar, 2015) and two-sample tests for networks
Chen et al. (2020). The result, which goes back to Erdős et al.P(2012), states that if A is a
n × n random symmetric matrix with (i) E(Aij ) = 0 and (ii) j6=i Var(Aij ) = 1 for each i,
then n2/3 (λmax (A) − 2) converges in distribution to a random variable with a Tracy-Widom
distribution, where λmax (A) is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A. The same argument
shows that the smallest eigenvalue of A, which we denote by λmin (A), satisfies a similar
central limit theorem.
Leveraging this result, we propose a two-step procedure to test the hypothesis in (1).
First, we compute an estimate θ̂ of θ and estimate P̂ij := P (Gij = 1|θ̂), where Gij = 1 if
person i and person j are observed to be connected in the network, and Pij is the probability
of such a connection (as defined by the assumed parametric model). Second, we define the
random matrix A by, for i 6= j,
(2)

Gij − P̂ij
Aij = q
,
(n − 1)P̂ij (1 − P̂ij )

and Aii = 0. Under H0 , we expect that a reasonable estimator for P̂ij should approximate
P (Gij = 1|θ), so A from (2) should approximately satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). We can
then compare the largest and smallest eigenvalues of Â against quantiles of the Tracy-Widom
distribution to construct a test of H0 in (1).
Our paper contributes to the literature on testing goodness-of-fit for network models in
three ways. First, we expand work by Lei (2016), which estimates the number of communities in a stochastic block model, to accommodate a variety of common parametric network
models. Second, we develop a test for directed data by introducing a similar central limit
theorem for eigenvalues of non-symmetric matrices from Johnstone (2001) and Chafaı̈ (2009).
Third, we show how to test (1) when the researcher only has access to partial network data,
such as Aggregated Relational Data. Along with asymptotic arguments we also present a
bootstrap procedure which improves performance of our hypothesis tests in finite samples.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we review relevant literature in the remainder
of this section. Next, we introduce the construction of the Tracy-Widom distribution and
asymptotic arguments for un-directed, directed, and partial network data in Section 2. In
Section 3, we discuss a bootstrap correction algorithm to improve finite sample properties.
We then present a series of network models that are compatible with our method in Section
4 along with simulation results. Lastly, in Section 5, we analyze several observed networks
using a latent distance model (Hoff et al., 2002; Hoff, 2003, 2005), which assumes that
relationships in the network depend on the positions of actors in latent “social space” of
low but unknown dimension. Our goal with these data is to test for the minimal latent
dimension. The R code for the simulations and to implement the method can be found in
https://github.com/slubold/Network_GOF.
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1.1. Literature Review. Goodness-of-fit methods for dyadic data generally address the
question “Does the proposed model fit my network data well?” One reason this problem
is challenging, among others, is that there is often only one network of interest. In other
words, we cannot access more draws from the distribution that generated the observed
network. Many goodness-of-fit methods for dyadic data try to use Monte Carlo methods to
simulate network statistics, such as average degree or average path length. If the simulated
values match the observed values, then one might claim that the fitted model is adequate.
See, for example, Ouadah et al. (2019) which derives a test for an Erdös-Rényi network
using the degree distribution. Gao and Lafferty (2017) looks at using small graph statistics,
such as the number of triangles or edges, to determine if there is community structure in a
network. Each of these methods, generally speaking, requires a new derivation of a central
limit theorem for the network statistic of interest under a suitable null hypothesis, which
makes a general method hard to derive.
Shore and Lubin (2015) proposes a general goodness-of-fit method based on resampling the
graph Laplacian’s eigenvalues and constructing confidence intervals based on these values.
Their null model is always the Erdös-Rényi model, which may not reflect the complexity of
observed data. Similarly, Li et al. (2020) proposed a way to do cross validation with network
data. In terms of more specific methods, For example, Xu and Reinert (2021) derives a test of
the form of an ERGM (defined formally in Section 4) using kernel stein discrepancy. To the
best of our knowledge, network goodness-of-fit tests using partial data are not well-studied.
Recent work on modeling partial network data, such as Bernard et al. (2010), Breza et al.
(2020), Breza et al. (2019), Alidaee et al. (2020), and Chatterjee (2015), consider model
adequacy using out of sample prediction, which may be appropriate in some circumstances
but asks a fundamentally different question than goodness-of-fit.
Finally, our methods draw on results from random matrix theory and its applications. See,
among others, Tao (2012) and references therein, for an introduction. Our method builds
on the method presented in Lei (2016) and Bickel and Sarkar (2015), which also use spectral
properties to estimate the number of communities in a stochastic block model. See Erdős
et al. (2012) and Füredi and Komlós (1981) and their references for recent work on related
central limit theorems for eigenvalues. Chen et al. (2020) proposes a two-sample test for
network using the Tracy-Widom distribution, which is the same distribution that motivates
our goodness-of-fit test statistics.
2. Methodology
We now outline the goodness-of-fit problem. Let Y be an n × n matrix containing relationships between actors or nodes, which we label from 1 to n. In this work, we usually only
consider Y to be binary-valued, so Y represents a network on n nodes. We suppose that Y
is drawn from some distribution F . The network goodness-of-fit question then asks whether
a given set of observed data Y could plausibly have been generated by F . In many cases, it
is possible to index F by some parameter θ. We are therefore interested in testing the GoF
hypothesis in (1). When F = Fθ , we write Pij = P (Yij = 1|θ) to mean the probability that
nodes i and j connect, given the parameter θ.
The methodology we present in this work to test (1) requires an estimate of θ. We can
estimate θ via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), for example. Assuming we have
estimated θ with θ̂, we can use the parametric form of Fθ to obtain a fitted distribution
Fθ̂ . From this distribution, we can estimate P̂ij = P (Yij = 1|θ̂), which is the probability
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that nodes i and j connect, given the parameter θ̂. In the next section, we derive a testing framework to test the hypothesis in (1). We discuss the cases of undirected, directed,
and partially-observed networks in their own sections, since each case requires a different
approach.
2.1. Undirected Networks. We first consider the case where Y corresponds to an undirected binary matrix. The following result, which motivates our test statistic for (1), states
that the eigenvalues of a transformation of the adjacency matrix satisfy a central limit theorem. See Erdős et al. (2012); Lee and Yin (2014); Füredi and Komlós (1981); Lei (2016);
Wigner (1958) for related results and discussion. Formally, this result combines results from
Erdős et al. (2012) and Lee and Yin (2014) and is formulated in Lemma A.1 of Lei (2016),
among other works.
Theorem 1 (Lemma A.1 of Lei (2016)). Let Y be the adjacency matrix of a random graph
on n nodes with edges drawn independently with probability Pij . Define the n × n random
matrix A with entries
Yij − Pij
Aij := p
, Aii = 0 .
(n − 1)Pij (1 − Pij )
Then, as n → ∞,
d

(3)

t1 := n2/3 (λmax (A) − 2) → T W1 ,

(4)

t2 := n2/3 (−λmin (A) − 2) → T W1

d

where T W1 is the Tracy-Widom distribution with parameter 1.
In words, this result states the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the matrix A satisfy a
central limit theorem. In Figure 1 we plot the T W1 distribution as well as n2/3 (λmax (A) − 2)
to illustrate this theorem.
In general when testing (1), we do not know θ, but as mentioned in the previous section,
we do have an estimate θ̂. We therefore plug in P̂ in place of P , where P̂ij = P (Gij = 1|θ̂).
We then define
Yij − P̂ij
Âij := q
, Âii = 0 .
(n − 1)P̂ij (1 − P̂ij )
This suggests a test of (1) based on both λmax (Â) and λmin (Â), using the statistics t̂1 and
t̂2 , where the hat indicates that we replace the unknown Pij with the estimate P̂ij .
We reject H0 in (1) when
(5)

max{t̂1 , t̂2 } > T W1 (1 − α/2) or min{t̂1 , t̂2 } < T W1 (α/2) ,

where t1 and t2 are the test statistics from (3) and (4), T W1 (α/2) and T W1 (1 − α/2) are the
(α/2)% and (100 − α/2)% quantile of the T W1 distribution, respectively. If we instead use
t1 and t2 , this test has size α by a union bound argument. In practice, the test that uses t̂1
and t̂2 is size α if the eigenvalues of Â converge quickly enough to the eigenvalues of A in
probability. The next result, which we do not believe has previously been reported in the
literature, gives a rate at which this happens.
d

Theorem 2. If n2/3 (λmax (Â) − λmax (A)) = oP (1), then n2/3 (λmax (Â) − 2) → T W1 . Furthermore, the test in (5) has size α as n → ∞.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Distribution of statistic in Theorem 1 for n = 50 (left) and n = 1000 (right),
where the red curve corresponds to the Tracy-Widom distribution with β = 1. The difference
in the distributions decreases as n increases, but the convergence is slow. This motivates
the bootstrapping correction algorithm, given in Algorithm 1.

Theorem 2 states that if we want to show that the test based on P̂ , rather than the
unknown P , has size α as n → ∞, we must prove that λmax (Â) converges fast enough to
λmax (A). This is problem specific and depends on the complexity of the graph distribution.
Lei (2016) shows under certain constraints, the conditions of Theorem 2 hold in the case
of a stochastic block model. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that verifies
this condition in other, more complicated models, such as the latent space model. In the
simulations in this work, we assume that this condition holds and see that in many models,
we achieve an approximately size α test as n → ∞. This suggests that in these models, the
condition in Theorem 2 holds, but we do not have a formal proof that Theorem 2 holds in
these models.
Before continuing, we comment on the term P (Gij = 1|θ̂). In many models, such as the
stochastic block model (SBM), this term is available in closed form in terms of θ̂. In other
cases, such as exponential random graph models, this is not the case, since the graph model
asserts a joint distribution over all pairs of edges. We are not aware of a formula for marginal
probability of a single edge in terms of the graph model. In these cases, we need to estimate
the marginal probability matrix P . We present a simple method in Algorithm 3 to do this.

2.2. Directed Networks. In the case where A is the adjacency matrix of a directed network, then Theorem 1 will not be applicable, since the eigenvalues of A are not guaranteed
to be real. To test (1) in the case of directed networks, we therefore introduce two central
limit theorems for the singular values of non-symmetric random matrices, which always exist
and are real. Both of these results assume a matrix with independent entries with (1) mean
zero and (2) variance 1. Note that this differs slightly from the undirected case, where we
required that the sum of the variance of entries in each row was 1. To satisfy conditions (1)
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and (2) in the directed case, we define the random matrix Â with entries
(6)

Yij − P̂ij
Âij := q
,
P̂ij (1 − P̂ij )

Âii = 0 .

where again P̂ij = P (Gij = 1|θ̂). Notice that there is no (n − 1) in the denominator of the
expression for Â.
Theorem 3 (Theorem 1.1 of Johnstone (2001)). Let A be a m×n standard Gaussian random
matrix such that
Aij ∼iid N (0, 1) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Let smax (A) be the largest singular value of A. Then, if m = m(n) → ∞, with m ≤ n, and
limn→∞ m(n)/n = γ ∈ (0, 1],
smax (A)2 − µ1,n d
→ TW1 ,
σ1,n
√
√
√
√
√
where µ1,n = ( n − 1 + m)2 and σ1,n = µ1,n (1/ n − 1 + 1/ m)1/3 . Moreover, if γ > 1,
then the result remains true up to the swap of the roles of m and n in the formulas.
Theorem 3 requires that the entries of A be Gaussian, which is not the case when A is the
(binary) adjacency matrix of a random network. In Figure 3, we show that the convergence
claim in Theorem 3 still holds reasonably well when the entries of A follow a Poisson binomial
distribution. This suggests that we can use Theorem 3 to construct a test when the entries
of A are not Gaussian.
For directed networks, Theorem 3 suggests that we take our test statistic to be (smax (Â)2 −
µ1,n )/σ1,n with m = n and the rejection region to be {x : T W1 (α/2) < x < T W1 (1 − α/2)},
which is identical to the undirected case. Moreover, it is not necessary to restrict m = n,
which indicates such a test statistic is also applicable on directed networks or networks for
which we only have partial network data. We will elaborate on these ideas in a later section.
Our second result states that the scaled singular of a non-symmetric random matrix, when
suitably transformed as in (6), converge to an exponential-type distribution.
Theorem 4 (Theorem 2.4 of Chafaı̈ (2009)). Suppose that A is a random n × n non symmetric matrix whose entries have mean zero and variance 1. Then, if smin (A) denotes the
smallest singular value of A,



√
1 2
lim P nsmin (A) > t = exp − t − t .
n→∞
2
√
Theorem 4 suggests that we take our test statistic to be nsmin (A) and the rejection
region to be {x : x > qE (1 − α)} where qE (1 − α) is the (1 − α)100% percentile of the
distribution in Theorem 4.
To summarize, in this section we provided two central limit theorems for the singular
values of random, non-symmetric matrices, which require that the entries of the random
matrix have mean zero and variance 1. We discussed how to use the observed adjacency
matrix Y to construct such a matrix and to derive a test statistic for the GoF hypothesis in
(1). In Section 4.5, we discuss the performance of these two test statistics.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the test statistics for networks with size n = 1000 in Theorem
3. The red curve in the figure corresponds to the Tracy-Widom distribution with parameter
β = 1. Overall, the convergence to the Tracy-Widom distribution is good enough and the
theoretical Tracy-Widom distribution can be used for constructing our test statistic.

2.3. Partial Network Data. Suppose our goal, as it was above, is to test whether a graph
G is drawn from a particular model. That is, we want to test the hypothesis in (1). In many
applications, complete network data is not available, is too expensive to collect, or cannot be
collected for privacy-related reasons. A common form of partial network data, particularly
in economics, is Aggregated Relational Data (ARD) (Breza et al., 2020, 2019; Alidaee et al.,
2020). In this work, we focus on using ARD to test the goodness-of-fit hypothesis in (1),
but we believe our framework can be extended to other data types too.
To describe what ARD is, suppose that we can partition the nodes of the network into K
categories G1 , . . . , GK . These categories correspond to different covariates, so for example
all nodes in G1 have black hair and all nodes in G3 are left-handed. We then ask m ≤ n
nodes how many people they know with trait j for j = 1, . . . , K. In summary, by collecting
ARD of a network with size n, we actually collect {Yij : i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , K}, with
X
(7)
Yij =
Gik .
k∈Gj

We show in this section how to use ARD to test some of the network models previously
mentioned. We assume, as is common in applications, that |Gj | is known. Such information
can come from census data or similar data sources.
To illustrate ARD, we consider a simple example. Suppose that we consider K = 2 and
m = 4 and we then collect the following data Y , written in matrix form as


3 10
1 7 

(8)
Y =
0 3  .
1 5
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This means, for example, that the first person we surveyed knows 3 people with trait 1 and
the fourth person we surveyed knows 5 people with trait 2. In the above example, m does
not have to equal K (and usually does not in practice), so Y is often not square. This means
that we cannot apply Theorem 1 to test (1). Instead, we test the hypothesis with Theorem
3, which is applicable for non-square matrices.
One challenge is to estimate θ, given just the ARD. In this work, we consider a simple
test of whether there is degree heterogeneity, which is equivalent to testing if the underlying
model is an Erdös-Rényi model. Other, more complicated methods exist for estimating the
parameters using only ARD in more complex models, such as those given in Alidaee et al.
(2020) or Breza et al. (2020).
Before continuing, we discuss whether the assumptions in Theorem 3 hold for ARD. We
discuss three assumptions. First, recalling the notation from Theorem 3, this result requires
that m ≤ n so the matrix is “long” rather than “tall”. In practice, the number of traits is
smaller than the number of nodes we survey, so Y is often “tall”, as it is in (8). This does
not pose a problem since the singular values for Y and Y T are the same. Second, Theorem 3
requires that the m/n → γ ∈ (0, 1], which in the ARD context requires that the number of
traits grows with m. Previous work on the large sample properties of ARD estimators has
either taken
√ the number of traits as fixed (e.g. Breza et al. (2019)) or growing slowly, like
K = O( n) as in Alidaee et al. (2020). Despite the assumption that K grow with the sample
size, our simulations in Section 4.4 show that this result of Theorem 3 still hold reasonably
well. Lastly, in Theorem 3, A is required to be a Gaussian random matrix with continuous
entries. ARD are, however, counts. If the number of ARD responses are relatively large,
then the counts may appear reasonably normally distributed. In most cases, however, we
expect that the counts for most categories will be small. Despite these potential violations
of the required assumptions, Figure 3 shows that the approximation works well, at least
visually, when the entries of the random matrix are not Gaussian and the underlying data
come from a skewed distribution of counts, as would be the case in ARD. We give simulation
evidence in Section 4.4 that the approximation is sufficiently accurate to achieve favorable
performance in hypothesis tests.

3. Bootstrap Correction
As we saw previously, our asymptotic results can require a large sample size in practice.
We derive a bootstrapping correction method, similar to the one presented in Lei (2016).
We note that our algorithm generalized the one in Lei (2016). Algorithm 1 contains the
algorithm for the undirected case, and Algorithm 4 contains the algorithm for the directed
case.
Before continuing, we make a few remarks. First, the intuition behind this method is as
follows: the distribution of t0 ≡ (λ1 (Â) − µmax )/smax is approximately T W1 except that the
mean and variance are incorrect, but by scaling t0 by sT W and then shifting t0 by µT W we
obtain a better approximation of a T W1 distribution. Second, we know that both λmax (A)
and λmin (A) have T W1 distributions, and since we are taking a max over these two quantities,
we want to use the α/2 quantile of T W1 . This follows from a simple application of Bonferroni
and leads to an α-size test. Finally, in Appendix A we give a similar bootstrap correction
algorithm for directed network data.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Left: Distribution of Tracy-Widom test statistics with parameter β = 1 and
A to be a 600×800 standard Gaussian random matrix. Right: Distribution of Tracy-Widom
test statistics with parameter β = 1 and A is a 600 × 800 random matrix re-centered with
mean 0 and variance 1 from G where Gij follows a Poisson binomial distribution with probability vector pi ∼i.i.d. U nif (0, 0.3), i = 1, · · · , 25. The convergence of the distribution of
Poisson binomial random matrix is almost as good as the Gaussian one, indicating Theorem
3 is compatible with non-Gaussian data, like Poisson binomial data.

4. Models
In this section, we demonstrate how our method can be used to perform model selection
on a broad class of network models. We consider the following problems:
(1) Testing the link function in the β-model (Section 4.1).
(2) Comparing latent space models with different dimensions (Section 4.2).
(3) Comparing exponential random graph models with different forms (Section 4.3).
(4) Testing degree heterogeneity using Aggregated Relational Data (Section 4.4).
(5) Testing Community Structure in Directed Networks (Section 4.5).
4.1. Testing the Link Function in β-Model. In this generative model, each node has
a node effect βi which controls the probability it connects with other nodes. Let β =
(β1 , . . . , βn ) ∈ Rn denote the vector of node effects. Then, conditioned on β, edges form
independently in the undirected network with probability
(9)

P(Gij = 1|β) = Λ(βi + βj ) ,

for some link function Λ : R → [0, 1]. Common examples of the link function include the
expit and exp. Chatterjee et al. (2011) provides a fixed point method to compute the MLE
of this model when the link function is the expit. We use this method to compute β̂ in
this work. The details of the MLE method can be found under Theorem 1.4 of Chatterjee
et al. (2011) and also in our supplementary R code. Note that many model selection tools,
like BIC or AIC, would not be applicable here because the GoF question here is between
two equally complex models because the only difference is in the link function. Our method
therefore has the advantage of being applicable to link function tests.
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Algorithm 1: Bootstrap correction of Undirected Tracy Widom statistic

1

2
3
4

Input: Observed sociomatrix: G; Estimated probability matrix P̂ ; Bootstrap
iterates: B; T W1 mean: µT W ; T W1 standard deviation: sT W ; Significance
Level: α.
Compute
q
Âij = (Gij − P̂ij )/ (n − 1)P̂ij (1 − P̂ij ) ;
for b = 1 to B do
Sample G?b ∼ Fθ̂ ;
Compute
q
(n − 1)P̂ij (1 − P̂ij ) ;

5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13

[A?b ]ij = ([G?b ]ij − P̂ij )/
and λ?b,min = λmin (A?b );

Set λ?b,max = λmax (A?b )
end
Set µmax to be the sample mean of {λ?b,max }B
b=1 and smax to be the sample standard
B
?
deviation of {λb,max }b=1 . Set µmin and smin similarly;
Compute the test statistic t
!
λmax (Â) − µmax λmin (Â) − µmin
t := µT W + sT W · max
,−
;
smax
smin
if T W1 (α/2) < t < T W1 (1 − α/2) then
Do not reject t and set Rej = FALSE;
else
Reject t and set Rej = TRUE.
end
Output: Rejection of bootstrap statistic: Rej.

In our simulations, we consider three different cases. In the first case, we are interested
in testing if G is drawn from a β model with the expit link function, or a Sigmoid function,
such that expit(x) = 1/(1 + e−x ). The hypothesis can be rewritten as
(10)

H0 : G ∼ β-model with Λ(x) = expit(x),

Ha : H0 is false .

To test this hypothesis, we generate a set β of node specific effects on n nodes and form
a network with probabilities from (9), with Λ(x) = expit(x). We compute the MLE as
described in Chatterjee et al. (2011) and form the n × n matrix P̂ij = expit(β̂i + β̂j ). We
then compute
q
Âi,j = (Gij − P̂ij )/ (n − 1)P̂ij (1 − P̂ij ) .
for i 6= j and Âii = 0. Using the bootstrapping algorithm from Section 3, we record the
number of times that we reject H0 . We repeat this process 100 times and plot the type 1 Type
i.i.d.
I error for these 100 simulations in Figure 4 for n ∈ {50, 100, 200} with βi ∼ Unif(−2, 0).
In our second set of simulations, we want to determine the power of our method for the
hypothesis in (10) when H0 is false. In particular, we consider two reasons why H0 is false.
The first is that Λ(x) = exp(x), that is, the link function is incorrectly assumed. As before,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Left: Type I error for the null hypothesis in (10) for n = 50, 100, 200. As n
increases, the Type I error increases to α = 0.05. Right: On the x-axis we plot the average
degree in networks of size n = 200, and on the y-axis we plot the average fitted degree across
50 simulations. We see that most points lie on the diagonal, which suggests that the expit
model is a good fit. This is consistent with the left figure, which shows that our method is
not rejecting (10) often.
i.i.d.

we generate βi ∼ Unif(−2, 0) and generate the graph according to (9) using Λ(x) = exp(x).
In Figure B.2 we plot the rejection rates. We see that while the rejection rate is higher than
in Figure 4 (that is, when the null hypothesis is true), the average rejection rates for all
n values is below 10%. Therefore our method suggests that while the model is incorrectly
specified, it is not a bad fit to the data.
In the third set of simulations, we generate P with Pij ∼ Uniform(0, 0.1) for i < j drawn
independently. We then generate an undirected network on n nodes, where nodes i and
j connect with probability Pij . In other words, there is no “structure” to the matrix P ,
as there was when the matrix P was formed according to (9). In Figure B.3, we plot the
rejection rates for (10). We see that the power is much higher in this case than it was in the
previous two simulations. In Figure B.4 we plot the number of triangles in the three fitted
models versus the number of observed triangles. We see that the data drawn from the third
simulation, where Pij are drawn uniformly, the simulated values do not match the observed
values, but in the first two simulations we see a much closer fit.
4.2. Testing Latent Space Models with Different Dimensions. The latent space
model, originally proposed in Hoff et al. (2002), is a generative network model that asserts that each node in a network has a position on some latent space. The closer two nodes
in this latent space are, the more likely they connect. There is a large literature on latent
space models. See, for example, Handcock et al. (2007), Hoff (2005), Asta and Shalizi (2014),
Oh and Raftery (2001), Shalizi and Asta (2017) and their references. In many cases, the
user is interested in testing the dimension of the latent space as well as the geometry type.
Lubold et al. (2020) shows how to, among other things, estimate the dimension of the latent
space by using the clique structure in the network. In this work, we take a different approach
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and use the entire network to estimate the fit of the model to a hypothesized latent space
dimension.
Let G denote the adjacency matrix with observed covariate matrix X. One form of the
latent space model (Hoff, 2005; Ma et al., 2020) asserts that conditioned on the network
parameters, edges form independently with probability
(11)

P (Gij = 1|θ) = Pij ,

where

logodds(Pij ) = αi + αj + βXij + hzi , zj i,

where logodds(x) = log(x/1 − x), {αi }ni=1 are the parameters modeling degree heterogeneity,
β is the coefficient scaling the observed covariate X, hzi , zj i are the inner products between
latent positions with zi ∈ Rd , and d is the dimension of the latent space model. We let
θ = (α1 , . . . , αn , z1 , . . . , zn , β) denote the collection of all the model’s parameters.
Let G be an observed network drawn from the model in (11), where zi ∈ Rdtrue . We develop
a GoF procedure in Algorithm 2 via the Tracy-Widom statistic and a fast MLE method via
non-convex projected gradient descent, described in Ma et al. (2020). The details can be
found in Algorithm 1 and 3 in Ma et al. (2020) and also in the supplementary R code. We
now give a motivation for our algorithm. For any hypothesized dimension d, we can fit the
model in (11) and check if we reject the hypothesis that this dimension fits the network well.
With no covariates or node effects, we expect to reject the null hypothesis for d < dtrue ,
since a lower dimensional embedding should fail to accurately model the network structure,
whereas dimensions equal to and higher than dtrue will capture the structure well and so we
expect to fail to reject the corresponding hypotheses. This suggests that we should take the
predicted dimension to be the smallest dimension for which we fail to reject the corresponding
hypothesis. As we mentioned in the introduction, the node effects have a confounding effect
on the estimation procedure, so that model fits from two distinct dimensions, and their

Figure 5. Correct classification rate for n = 100, 200 for the dimension of the latent
space in Section 4.2. For a fixed n, increasing the dimension makes the problem harder and
so the classification rate falls. However, the classification rate improves as we increase n
from 100 to 200.
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corresponding node effect estimates, might lead to equally good model fits. Even with the
confounding issue, our simulations show that our procedure finds that the true dimension is
often the smallest one that fits the model well.
In the following simulations, we will focus on the inner product model without covariate components. However, our algorithm can be generalized to any inner product models
with “simple” covariates” as described in Ma et al. (2020) by following an almost identical
methodology. For n = {100, 200}, we generated 50 sets of {α, z} with d = {1, 2, 3, 4} respectively, where αi ∼iid Unif(−2, −1) × 10−2 and zi ∼iid N(0, Id ). For each combination of
{n, d, α, z}, 100 networks are drawn from the corresponding generated models and predicted
with Algorithm 2. The classification rates for each set of parameters are recorded and shown
in Figure 5. We notice two trends. First, as n increases, the probability of correct dimension
classification increases. Second, for a fixed n, larger dimensions are harder to classify correctly. This makes intuitive sense since higher dimensions often correspond to more complex
latent space relationships, and so it takes more data to model these relationships well.
Algorithm 2: Dimension prediction for Latent Space model
Input: Observed sociomatrix: G.
1 Set dfit = 0 and T = 0;
2 while T = 0 do
3
Update dfit = dfit + 1;
4
Compute the estimate θ̂ via Projected Gradient Descent algorithm with dfit . Use
θ̂ and the model in (11) to compute P̂ ;
5
Use P̂ in the bootstrap algorithm (Algorithm 1) to determine if the null
hypothesis H0 : dtrue = dfit is rejected;
6
if H0 is rejected then
7
Set T = 1;
8
else
9
Remain T = 0;
10
end
11 end
Output: Predicted latent dimension: dfit .
4.3. Comparing exponential random graph models with different forms. Exponential random graph models (ERGMs) are a common choice to model complex network
data. To perform inference on these models, one must estimate an often intractable normalizing constant, which makes inference challenging. Some authors have presented maximum
pseudo-likelihood Hunter et al. (2008) and Monte Carlo estimation methods. In this section,
we show how to apply Theorem 1 to test the form of an ERGM.
We now briefly review the form of ERGMs. This model asserts that a random graph G
arises through the model
!
K
X
1
(12)
P (G = g | θ) =
exp
θi hi (g)
c(θ)
i=1
where h1 , . . . , hK are functions of the graph g and c(θ) is the normalization constant. P
The user
specifies the functions h as well as the value K. Some examples of h include h(g) = i<j gij ,
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the number of edges in g, and
h(g) =

n
X

gij gjk gkj ,

i,j,k

the number of triangles in g. Except in simple cases, the MLE for θ, denoted by θ̂, is not
available in closed form. We compute the MLE using the ERGM package in R.
Having estimated θ, we now need to estimate the n×n matrix P , where Pij = P (Gij = 1|θ).
In most models, there is a clear correspondence between θ and P . For example, in a latent
space model without covariates, once we estimate θ = (z1 , . . . , zn , α1 , · · · , αn , β), we can
simply use the graph model in (12) to estimate P . But for ERGMs, the model in (12)
asserts a model for the entire network G all at once, rather than specifying individual edge
probabilities. To simulate P from θ̂, we therefore propose to simulate from the fitted model
and record the number of edges between pairs of nodes across B simulations. We present
this simple procedure in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Given sociomatrix G, simulate P̂
Input: Observed sociomatrix: G; Bootstrap iterates: B.
1 Compute an estimate of θ, denoted by θ̂;
2 for b = 1 to B do
3
Sample G∗k ∼ Fθ̂ ;
4
Set A?k to be the n × n adjacency matrix for the graph G?k ;
5
Record A∗k ;
6 end
7 For all i, j, compute
B
1 X ∗
P̂ij =
[A ]ij ;
B k=1 k
Output: Estimated probability matrix: P̂ .
Having now described how to estimate P from an estimate of the ERGM parameter, we
now consider an ERGM model and show how to test the significance of its parameters.
Consider the model
(13)

P (G = g) ∝ exp (θ1 · edges + θ2 · triangle + θ3 · kstar(2)) ,

where edges counts the number of edges in g, triangles counts the number of triangles, and
k-star(2) counts the number of 2-stars, which is a triangle with one edge missing.
Suppose that we are interested in testing whether θ3 = 0. In other words, we believe that
the model above is correctly specified, with the exception that we do not know if θ3 6= 0.
Writing this as a hypothesis testing problem, we want to test the hypothesis
(14)

H0 : θ3 = 0,

Ha : θ3 6= 0 .

To test this, we fit our data to the model in (13) with θ3 = 0. That is, we estimate (θ1 , θ2 )
in the model P (G = g) ∝ exp (θ1 · edges + θ2 · triangle). Let (θ̂1 , θ̂2 ) denote these estimates.
We then simulate
q P̂ using Algorithm 3. With these estimates, we can then form the matrix
Â = (G − P̂ )/ (n − 1)P̂ (1 − P̂ ), with Âii = 0. We test H0 using Algorithm 1. In Figure 6,
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Figure 6. Power function for the hypothesis in (14). The null hypothesis is θ3 = 0. The
black horizontal line represent the α = 0.05 threshold.

we plot the power function for the hypothesis. We see that near θ3 = 0, the power is roughly
equal to the Type 1 error α = 0.05. As |θ3 | becomes larger, the power increases. We also see
that the power increases for all θ3 6= 0 as n increases.
4.4. Testing Degree Heterogeneity Using ARD. In this section, we show an interesting
application of our method to the case of partial network data. We focus on a particular type
of partial network data known as Aggregated Relational Data (ARD). This type of data is
often cheaper to collect and can still be used to perform inference. For example, Breza et al.
(2019) showed that the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for the latent space model,
computed using only ARD instead of the entire network, is consistent as the graph size
grows.
Let G denote a network of interest on n nodes and suppose that we want to test if there
is degree heterogeneity in the network. One way to model this question is through the
following:
(15)

H0 : g ∼ ER(p? ) for some p? ,

Ha : H0 is false.

where ER(p? ) denotes an Erdös-Rényi model with unknown parameter p? . Suppose that
instead of observing the whole network g, we instead observe Aggregated Relational Data
(ARD).
Under the null hypothesis, each Yij ∼ Binomial(nj , p? ), where nj = |Gj | is the size of
group Gj . So if we define an m × K matrix A with
Yij − nj p?
Aij = p
,
nj p? (1 − p? )
then A is a m × K random matrix with mean zero and variance 1. Note that unlike in
previous forms of A, in this case the diagonal of A is not set to be zero.
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(b)

Figure 7. Left: Type I error of ER model via ARD. Right: Power of fitting SBM ARD
to ER model. When the hypothesis model is correct, we observed a Type I error centered
around the level of testing α = 0.05. When the ARD of a more complex model is fitted to
a simple hypothesis model (i.e. ER is a special case of SBM with one community), we will
observe a very high power which grows with network size n.

In general, we do not know p? but given ARD, we can estimate p? with
m K
1 X X Yij
p̂ =
.
mK i=1 j=1 nj
p

Under H0 , since E(Yij /nj ) = p? , it follows that p̂ → p? as m → ∞. Here we consider K
fixed; see the discussion at the end of Section 2.3. We can therefore define
Yij − nj p̂
Âij = p
,
nj p̂(1 − p̂)
We can use Theorem 3 to construct a test statistic for the null hypothesis. Our test statistic
is the largest singular value of the matrix Â. Our rejection region for the null hypothesis is
based on the quantiles of the Tracy-Widom distribution, as indicated in Theorem 3.
We first consider the Type I error of this method. For n ∈ {30, 60, 90, 120}, we draw an
Erdös-Rényi graph with m = γm n and K = γK n, where γm = 1/3 and γK = 1/10. We
divide nodes equally into each of the K categories. Given a graph G, we define Yij as in (7).
Our goal is to test whether G is drawn from an ER model. We plot our results in Figure 7.
Of course, more complicated testing problems can be used, but we leave that to future
work. The goal of this section is to simply show how our method might be used to analyze
network goodness-of-fit in cases where only partial network data is available.
4.5. Directed Network Case. In this section, we show how to test (1) when the network
is directed. Recall that Theorem 3 and 4 tell us the distribution of singular values and so
they provide us with test statistics.
Suppose that we are given a directed graph g. We are interested in testing whether g is
drawn from a directed Erdös-Rényi model. By this, we mean a directed graph whose directed
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edges form independently with probability p? . Our goal is to test
(16)

H0 : G ∼ DER(p? ) for some p? ,

Ha : H0 is false.

where the notation DER(p) stands for a directed ER model. Theorems 3 and 4 give us test
statistics to test this hypothesis. We start with the statistic from Theorem 3. This theorem
states, informally, that the singular values of X, once rescale and re-centered, converge to
a Tracy Widom distribution. As in the undirected case, this convergence can be slow, so
we use the bootstrap correction algorithm in Algorithm 4. Theorem 4 also provides a test
statistic to test (16). This theorem states, informally, that n times the largest singular value
of a random matrix converges to an exponential random variable.
Using these two theorems, we can test H0 in (16). In Figure 8, we plot the type 1 Type
I error in the first row for the “bootstrap” method from Algorithm 4 and the “exponential”
method. The second row plots the power of our method when g is drawn from a directed
stochastic block model with two communities. We see that both methods have a good control
on the Type I error at α = 0.05, but only the “bootstrap” method is able to distinguish
between a DER and a directed stochastic block model.
5. Community Detection with latent space models
In this section, we analyze three data sets that are studied in Ma et al. (2020): the Political
Blog data, the Simmons College data, and the Caltech data. Ma et al. (2020) fits these data
sets to the latent space model in (11) without covariate components.
The authors computed the estimates of the latent space positions {z} with the projected
gradient descent methods, then applied a simple k-means clustering on the estimated latent
positions for community detection. In Table 1 of their work, Ma et al. (2020) compares the
clustering results with the community membership provided in the original data set, and
reported the mis-classification rate between the estimated clustering and the true network
clustering. In this analysis, the fitted latent dimensions are set to either K or K + 1, where
K is the known number of clusters in the data. We observed that fitting these datasets
to different dimensions changed the mis-classification rate, which suggests that choosing an
optimal latent dimension is crucial for community detection.
We made three major adjustments based on their evaluating procedure. First, instead of
directly setting the latent dimension as K or K + 1, we fit the data sets with Algorithm 2
and used the resulting dfit as the fitted dimension. Second, the k-means method produces
different clustering results even with the replicate command, so to avoid bias, we run the
k-means clustering function 200 times in MATLAB and select the set of positions with the
best fit. We then repeat this process 100 times and return the average mis-classification rate
across the 100 simulations. Lastly, instead of using only the first k eigenvectors of ẑ as in
Ma et al. (2020), we simply use the estimated positions ẑ in the k-means algorithm. Our
approach is intuitive, simple, and yields good performance on these three data sets.
We present our results in Table B.2 and Figure B.1. For Table B.2, in column tTW ’s, text
labelled with star indicates the Tracy Widom test statistics is not rejected. In column Rmis ,
bold text indicates the optimal classification rate. Figure B.1 gives a visual representation
of the misclassification rate over different choices of latent dimensions.
In the Political Blog data and Caltech data, the optimal dimension chosen by our method
are 7 and 8 respectively. The test statistics for dfit > dopt are also not rejected. This
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Figure 8. Type 1 error and rejection rates for directed network data. The first row
corresponds to the case of a directed Erdös-Rényi model. In the top left figure, we plot the
average rejection rate over 50 sets of simulations for n = 25, 50, 100 using the bootstrap test
from Section A . In the top middle, we plot the average rejection rate using the exponential
test statistic in Theorem 4. In the top right, we plot the average rejection rate using Tracy
Widom test statistic in Theorem 3. In the second row, we plot the average rejection rates
using a directed stochastic block model (DSBM) with 2 communities and distinct cross
community probabilities. We see that bootstrap and exponential methods have good Type
I error, yet that of Tracy Widom statistics are relatively larger. In terms of power against
DSBM, bootstrap and Tracy Widom obtain good power, but the Exponential does not.
Overall, the bootstrap statistic has a better performance in general.

behavior is similar to the behavior we saw in the latent space simulations. The optimal misclassification rates are also achieved at dopt . Compared to the results in Table 1 of Ma et al.
(2020), for the Political Blog data, we obtained a better mis-classification rate, from 4.513%
(latentnet) to 4.26% (Latent Space based Community Detection (LSCD), dfit = 7). For the
Caltech data, we obtained the same optimal rate 18.35% (LSCD, dfit = 8), as our predicted
dimension coincides with the number of clusters. These results shows that the latent space
model is a good fit of the two data sets, and our method performs well in achieving the
optimal mis-classification rate.
In the Simmons College data, the predicted dimension is dopt = 8, with mis-classification
rate 10.37%. However, for dfit > dopt , we still observe that some fitted dimensions, namely
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d = 10, 12, are rejected. Moreover, the result for the Tracy Widom statistics is not as robust
as in previous two cases: our algorithm provides different predicted dimensions in different
trials, whereas the results are consistent in the previous two data sets. This potentially
suggests that the latent space model might not be a good fit for the Simmons College data.
Nevertheless, our method still reveals certain natures of the network. The optimal rate is
achieved at dfit = 11, which is also substantially larger than the fitted dimension dfit = 4
in Ma et al. (2020), at which our test statistic is not rejected. The mis-classification rate is
improved from 11.17% (LSCD, dfit = K + 1) to 9.62% (LSCD, dfit = 11).
Our result shows that, based on the behavior of the test statistics with dfit > dopt , our
Algorithm 2 potentially suggests whether the latent space model can be a good fit for the
observed network. For networks that fit the latent space model well, our method will choose
the optimal latent dimension that minimizes the community detection misclassification rate.
6. Conclusion
In this work we proposed a network goodness-of-fit test that uses the eigenvalues of the
centered, scaled adjacency matrix. We used recent work in random matrix theory to derive
a test statistic that can test whether an observed network is a good fit for common network
models. This framework can handle undirected and directed networks, and can also handle
cases where the researcher only has access to partial network data. We discussed the performance of this method on several common network models, like the latent space model, and
showed that the test has favorable properties in terms of Type 1 error and power.
There are many avenues of future work. First, we would like to answer more general
goodness-of-fit questions when the researcher only has access to ARD. We believe that the
estimation methods presented in Alidaee et al. (2020) can be used to estimate the m × K
matrix P under a variety of realistic null hypotheses, which means that we can test the
null hypothesis in (1) in a variety of more realistic settings. Second, we would like to
extend this method to time-varying networks, such as those considered in Salter-Townshend
and McCormick (2017). Finally, we would like to determine whether other random matrix
theory results, such as Theorem 1 in Füredi and Komlós (1981), will lead to a test of (1)
with better properties, like higher power.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Bootstrap Correction for Directed Data
We now give a bootstrap correction algorithm for directed network data.
Algorithm 4: Bootstrap correction of Directed Tracy Widom statistic

1

2
3

Input: Observed sociomatrix: G; Estimated probability matrix P̂ ; Bootstrap
iterates: B; T W1 mean: µT W ; T W1 standard deviation: sT W ; Significance
Level: α.
Compute
q
Âij = (Gij − P̂ij )/ P̂ij (1 − P̂ij ) ;
for b = 1 to B do
Sample G?b ∼ Fθ̂ ;
Compute
[A?b ]ij

4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12

λ?b

=

([G?b ]ij

q
− P̂ij )/ P̂ij (1 − P̂ij ) ;

smax (A?b );

Set
=
end
Define µ to be the sample mean of the {λ?b }B
b=1 and s to be the sample standard
? B
deviation of {λb }b=1 ;
Compute the test statistic t
!
smax (Â) − µ
t := µT W + sT W
.
s
if T W1 (α/2) < t < T W1 (1 − α/2) then
Do not reject t and set Rej = FALSE;
else
Reject t and set Rej = TRUE.
end
Output: Rejection of bootstrap statistic: Rej.
Appendix B. Using BIC to select dimension of latent space

Suppose G is a network with n = 100 nodes drawn from a latent space model, defined in
Hoff et al. (2002), where its latent space dimension is dtrue = 2. We fit the observed network
G to the latent space models with dimensions dfit = 1, 2, 3, 4 and calculate the corresponding
BIC with the latentnet::ergmm.bic command. We summarize the results in Table B.1.
The BIC method provides a false prediction, suggesting the dimension to be dfit = 4 instead
of dtrue = 2. This indicates the BIC method might not be an optimal approach for latent
space dimension detection as stated in the latentnet manual: “It is not clear whether it is
appropriate to use this BIC to select the dimension of latent space ...” This motivates us to
develop Algorithm 2 in Section 4.2 to robustly address the problem. Our method correctly
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predicts the latent space dimension 80% of the time or better for a variety of true dimensions
and for values of n (the number of nodes) as small as 100. Crucially, this sample size covers
many empirically-relevant networks, such as the Indian villages network studied in Breza
et al. (2020) and others.
dfit = 1 dfit = 2 dfit = 3 dfit = 4
BIC 6047.10 5774.94 5750.63 5721.85
Table B.1. Fitted BIC of the observed network G with dtrue = 2, which suggest dfit = 4
be the underlying latent dimension.

Political Blog

Simmons College

Caltech

dfit

tTW

Rmis

tTW

Rmis

tTW

Rmis

1

2.23

5.16

48.03

16.00

7.94

56.17

2

2.70

4.58

32.12

15.39

8.31

33.41

3

12.20

4.34

17.95

18.21

13.82

37.37

4

15.11

4.42

19.99

14.89

7.15

36.57

5

10.80

4.91

16.18

11.13

5.79

31.48

6

8.67

4.58

8.29

10.30

2.90

21.11

7

−1.75∗

4.26

2.29

10.28

2.47

27.57

8

−2.78∗

4.42

1.14∗

10.37

−0.83∗

18.35

9

−1.33∗

5.07

0.84∗

9.87

0.06∗

19.27

10

−1.76∗

5.32

2.37

9.67

−0.73∗

19.40

11

−1.26∗

5.33

0.30∗

9.62

0.46∗

19.07

12

-

-

1.92

10.21

-

-

Table B.2. Tracy Widom statistics and mis-classification rates of Political Blog data,
Simmons College data, and Caltech data. Tracy Widom statistics that are not rejected are
labelled with stars. Optimal mis-classification rates are highlighted in bold text.
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(a) Political Blog
data

(b) Simmons College data

(c) Caltech data

Figure B.1. Mis-classification rates of Political Blog data, Simmons College data, and
Caltech data.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.2. Left: Power for the null hypothesis in (10) against Beta model with exp
link function for n = 50, 100, 200. The powers centered below 0.05 and is smaller than
the corresponding Type I error. Right: Identical settings as in Figure 4, with true model
altered to exp link function. Surprisingly, we observed that most of the points align upon
the diagonal, which potentially indicates that the exp model can also be a good fit. Such
a phenomenon is observed with other network statistics, i.e. average path length, number
of 3/4-cliques, etc, which suggests there might exist an equivalent relationship between the
expit and exp link function.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.3. Left: Power for the null hypothesis in (10) against non-parametric network
structures for n = 50, 100, 200. The powers increases sharply as network sizes grows. Right:
Identical settings as in Figure 4, with true model altered to non-parametric structures. We
observed that the trend of the points tilts up at the left end, with more mass concentrates
around smaller degree distributions. Such a behavior differs significantly with that of the
β-model with expit link function, which is consistent with our observation on the left that
our method reject almost 100% of the time for n = 200.
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(a) Beta model with expit link
function

(b) Beta model with exp link
function

(c) Non-parametric structure

Figure B.4. We plot the number of triangles in observed networks against the number
of triangles simulated via fitted MLE estimates w.r.t. expit link function. The red dash
line corresponds to y = x. If the fit is good, we will observe the data points align upon
y = x. Compared to the poorly behaved non-parametric structure, we observed a good
correspondence between the observed and fitted on Beta model with expit and exp function,
indicating the goodness-of-fit of the two models is probably good. This further tell us there
is potentially an equivalent relationship between the two link functions and can be achieved
with the fixed point method in Chatterjee et al. (2011). The difference between the simulated
values in black and the diagonal line in (A) decreases as the sample size n increases.

